
Work with skips on site? You’ll love the unloading height of the compact 
C08 Hi-Tip and Hi-Tip+ tracked dumpers. With a tipping height of 1,500 
mm, they’re perfect for unloading into skips and passing items over 
garden fences and onto raised work areas. The Hi-Tip is tough, too, with 
oscillating rollers that ride the rough ground with ease and keep your 
generous payload of 800kg stable. The C08 is as comfortable removing 
materials from waste sites as it is transporting them.
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RELIABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS
The C08 Hi-Tip tracked dumper is a tough customer in demolition, 
renovation, agriculture and landscaping. Despite its robust build 
quality, we’ve ensured that the rubber crawlers won’t damage as-
phalt, while also offering excellent grip on soft ground. With a sol-
id, track-mounted lower chassis, it can climb steps and cope with 
the worst of the winter, so you stay productive all year round. And 
oscillating track rollers with pendular supports ride rough ground 
without dislodging your load.

COMPACTNESS
Yanmar’s compact machinery packs a punch. The C08 Hi-Tip fits 
that bill perfectly. It’s a tracked dumper that’s perfect for nego-
tiating confined spaces such as gardens, narrow paths and door-
ways (for indoor renovations). Alongside the 810 mm width for 
the standard version and 835 mm for the self-loader, there’s a 
smart turning circle as well, for maximum manoeuvrability in tight 
spaces. And with a length of just 1,930 mm or 2,595 mm (with 
self-loader), you can transport it easily to the next job.

DUMPING
Ever been annoyed with low-tipping dumpers that make skip work 
impossible? The Hi-Tip models unload up to 1,500 mm. That means 
they’ll unload into most skips, and pass material over fences and 
garden walls and onto raised work areas. They’re efficient on all 
terrains and come in two different versions: HI-TIP and HI-TIP+, 
which is fitted with a self-loader. Being a Yanmar, they’re compact, 
too, yet the HI-TIP has a vessel capacity of 0.36 m3 heaped, while 
the HI-TIP+ holds 0.34 m3 heaped. Front-dumping is steep, so 
you dump safely in one step. Remove and transport materials and 
waste from worksites efficiently.
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ENGINE
Yanmar diesel engines benefit from a simple structure and com-
pact size, so they’re reliable enough to supply rugged power for 
many applications. We ensure operator comfort with minimal vi-
brations and an excellent hydrostatic transmission system with 
variable-flow injection pumps. The result is both speed and pow-
er. And we’ve separated the hydraulic systems of the skip and the 
self-loader, so you can use both of them while on the move.

MAINTENANCE
Daily maintenance checks on your tracked dumper will save you 
money in the long run, so we’ve made them easy. The main engine 
components and the water, engine oil and filter points are easily 
accessible through the large engine-hood opening. There’s also an 
extremely user-friendly and intuitive dashboard, getting you up to 
speed quickly, so you maximise worksite efficiency and safety.

ERGONOMIC PILOT SYSTEM
User experience is big with the C08 Hi-Tip tracked dumper. Your 
comfort is at the heart of the experience: mount the dumper 
from the back, then enjoy a quick and easy start in even the worst 
weather conditions. You’ll then enjoy using the precise and intu-
itive control levers. And a comfortable ride is ensured thanks to 
the hydrostatic transmission system that minimises vibration. So 
you go home relaxed, with energy to spare.
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